ABSTRACT

Within the scope of pediatric medical practice, certain situations arise where timely diagnosis of a condition implies facing unforeseen situations. Clinical history is clearly paramount for the correct and precise handling of any patient, even more so for very young patients from whom obtained data can be frequently imprecise. With respect to foreign body aspiration accidents, there are specific indicators which substantiate a suspicion of that case. Nevertheless, not all cases are typical, therefore, experience of the clinical operator is essential. The present study presents the case of a one year and nine months old patient who broncho-aspirated a chrome-steel crown in a dental practice, and the situation was only diagnosed 60 days later. The present diagnosis was emitted at once when the patient arrived at the National Pediatrics Institute. To that aim, a thorax X-ray was taken. The present case can be considered a paradigm. It supports the idea that the oral cavity of very young patients must be treated by qualified specialists, and that such care must be given in centers which can guarantee the patient’s safety. A foreign body can remain in the bronchii for a long time, without directly endangering the patient’s life. Nevertheless, this situation would introduce the patient into a dangerous chronicity, therefore, emergency room physicians should be aware of the possibility of a substantiated suspicion of foreign body aspiration. These cases, after suitable history research and auscultation could have been avoided, and thus avoid a serious chronic situation in these patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Foreign Body aspiration (FBA) is a life-threatening medical emergency, generally affecting children from 6 months of age onwards. This is a crucial stage of the cognitive development, wherein the oral region is the principal means for understanding the surrounding world. This stage can last until the child reaches 5 years of age. The greatest fatality incidence is found in 2 year old patients. Children of this age range

RESUMEN

Dentro de la práctica clínica en pediatría existen situaciones en las que el diagnóstico oportuno de una enfermedad involucra la meditación de situaciones insospechadas, en niños muy pequeños el interrogatorio indirecto bien realizado y detallado se convierte en herramienta fundamental para su tratamiento. En un evento de aspiración de cuerpo extraño existen indicadores específicos para tener sospecha de que estamos ante un caso; sin embargo, no todos los pacientes presentan signos y síntomas clásicos por lo que la experiencia del clínico es vital. Se presenta el caso de un niño de veintiún meses de edad, el cual broncoaspiró una corona de acero cromo en un consultorio dental, esta no fue identificada sino hasta 60 días después del accidente. Es importante que los clínicos encargados de la salud bucal de los niños estén capacitados para auxiliar a sus pacientes ante un evento de aspiración de cuerpo extraño, tanto de forma inmediata como mediata, teniendo una conducta responsable ante la sospecha fundamentada de que ocurrió un accidente de esta naturaleza.
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exhibit characteristics such as exploration instinct and imitation of actions. Another factor is parent’s carelessness, sometimes even force-feeding their offspring. Yet another characteristic of these children is the onset of easy tears or laughter as well as undertaking activities which imply fast breathing and laughter as well as bringing objects to the mouth. The immaturity of the laryngeal sphincter is the reason why many swollen objects undertake the airway route. In general, at other ages, children normally expel foreign bodies through coughing spells triggered by reflex mechanisms. Due to this fact, when a school-age child or teenager has aspirated a foreign body, onset of a neuromuscular disease must be contemplated, or the possibility that when the accident took place, the child might have been under the influence of alcohol or drugs. Nevertheless, it is very important to consider the possibility that a FBA could not be accidental, rather, a manifestation of child abuse.

**SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS WHICH SUBSTANTIATE THE SUSPICION OF ASPIRATION OF A FOREIGN BODY**

In 40-80% of all cases, diagnosis is emitted after studying the patient’s history. Nevertheless, confirmation is established with the help of imaging studies, especially bronchoscopy. In cases when the patient’s circumstances allow it, a neck and thorax X-ray should be taken (in inspiration and expiration) in case the foreign body were to be radio-opaque.

**EARLY CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS**

Pediatric patients with history of foreign body aspiration mostly exhibit a clear history of asphyxia. Nevertheless, there is a small group of patients in whom signs and symptoms do not lead to a clinical interpretation of FBA. This could be due to the fact that the right bronchus is a more direct continuation of the trachea than the left bronchus. Foreign bodies preferably tend to penetrate the right lung.

**Larynx**

In cases when the object is large enough to fully obstruct the laryngeal light, it will cause respiratory difficulties, cyanosis and death. In cases when the obstruction is partial, the foreign object will elicit stridor, hoarseness, croupal cough, odynophagia, dyspnoea, as well as symptoms originated by the foreign object or by the inflammation caused by the lesion, even in cases where the foreign object might have migrated.

**Trachea**

Three characteristic signs are described for the detection of FBA in the trachea. The audible slap, which is detected by listening close to the patient while he inspires or coughs with an open mouth; the foreign body is heard while impacting against the trachea walls. The palpable hit which is equivalent to the touch fremitus of cardiac murmurs where the foreign body can be felt upon placing a finger on the trachea. The asthmatic wheezing, which is a sibilance audible with the stethoscope at the level of the trachea and undetectable at the thorax. Dysphonia is an infrequent point in cases when the foreign body is found in the larynx, nevertheless it can suggest the lesion is present in the laryngeal sphincter.

**Bronchii**

FBA characteristic clinical signs in the bronchii are cough, stridor or wheezing during expiration, decrease of air entrance into the affected lung as well as respiratory difficulties.

**Esophagus**

FBA characteristic clinical signs in the esophagus are nausea, hematemesis, intolerance or aversion to oral traffic. In certain cases, a body lodged into the esophagus can elicit respiratory symptoms due to the extrinsic compression of the trachea through the tracheo-esophageal septum.

**Belated clinical manifestations**

Experience is paramount in order to emit a late FBA diagnosis, since clinical characteristics are not significant; the most common occurrence being persistent, hard to treat pneumonia as well as inflammatory reaction. In these cases X-rays might reveal atelectasis as well as localized lung destruction which might be discreet. Persistent lung over-distension can also be observed, as well as chronic bronchio-pulmonary suppuration and wheezing bronchial suppuration as well as wheezing bronchial rales similar to bronchial asthma which can persist even in the presence of specific medical treatment.

**Differential diagnosis**

Chronic presence of foreign bodies is hard to diagnose. Therefore, a well-structured clinical history can enlighten the health professional as to whether he
is facing a case of croup, asthma, or lower respiratory tract infection. In many cases, FBA events are masked by parents or the children themselves, due to their mistrust or fear about being responsible for this distressing situation.

CLASSIC DIAGNOSIS

Cough, fever, sputum and thoracic pain are classic symptoms of FBA. Nevertheless a poorly specialized or inexperienced clinical operator can overlook them. For these reasons FBA must be suspected in cases when the patient presents wheezing which does not respond to broncho-dilator treatment and presence of unexplained atelectases. A thoracic X-ray study is a useful diagnosis tool. Nevertheless, there are objects which are impossible to diagnose radiographically. Therefore, use of either rigid or flexible bronchoscopy can be a determining factor for a correct diagnosis. Notwithstanding the aforementioned, there are asymptomatic cases in where experience and skill are paramount for the diagnosis. Timing is a paramount factor in FBA patients in order to determine prognosis and treatment.9 Absence of clinical signs and symptoms does not discard the presence of foreign bodies in respiratory or digestive tracts, therefore, bronchoscope or panendoscopy are the two methods which allow to discard with certainty the presence of a foreign body. Urgent practice is indicated without formal contraindications and their iatrogenicity and morbidity are not significant.8

TREATMENT

When treatment is administered in the operating theatre, three main situations must be taken into consideration: detailed clinical history, imaging studies as well as suitable anesthetic handling. It is paramount to extract the foreign body and cleanse the area where it was lodged, infection must be prevented and in many instances, the use of bronchodilators is a very valuable tool. For treatments administered under general anesthesia it is important to consider the following factors: proper oxygenation, control of cardio-respiratory reflexes, fast return of reflexes in the upper airway, prevention of deeper impactation of the foreign body, precise monitoring of oxygen saturation, electrocardiogram, carbon dioxide.9-11 Training of physicians for suspicion and diagnosis of foreign body aspiration is paramount in order to prevent complications and death. Therefore, solid medical training is paramount to prevent complications.12

COMPLICATIONS

Complications are determined by the time taken for the extraction of the foreign body. These complications can include tracheal or esophageal injuries, abrasions, lacerations, or necroses. Other more serious complications could be mediastinitis, pneumothorax, trachea-esophageal fistula and vascular damage (esophageal-aortic fistula in the cases when the FBO is lodged in the esophagus).13,14

PREVENTION

Parents must learn how not to give to their children foodstuff that can be deemed inappropriate for their age, such as peanuts or small sweets. That type of food must be kept out of their reach. Likewise, children must not be fed whenever they are running, crying or laughing. Children must be taught how to chew properly and toys with small-sized components should be used only under adult supervision.1,2,15

Stomatological care must be given by qualified specialists, so as not to endanger the child. Conduct must be properly handled as well as the use of therapeutic correctors, absolute isolation, and, if necessary, basic support FBA16 measures. Many cases of foreign body aspirations in the dental office have been reported. Even extracted teeth can be aspired.17 Due to the aforementioned facts, it would be deemed suitable that training for diagnosis and primary treatment of FBA patients should be included in advanced stomatology study plans.18

CLINICAL CASE

Assessment

Male patient, one year and eight months old apparent age. Healthy product of third pregnancy. Born through caesarean section. Breathed normally and cried at birth. The patient had been afflicted with bronchitis three months before and had suffered chickenpox (varicella). The present condition had its onset on 24 November 2008. The patient presented bloody, non-cyanotic cough accompanied by a 39.5 °C fever. The condition was treated with paracetamol. Emmitted diagnosis was Upper Airway Infections (UAI). Treatment administered consisted on clarithromycin and Na Metamizole. The patient exhibited no improvement. The patient later developed a fever which was treated with double antipyretic. The patient was concurrently treated with nebulized salbutamol. No improvement was observed. Persistent
fever and cough motivated the patient being brought at this National Pediatric Center. Auscultation revealed rales and murmurs. Hemodynamic and cardiac status were unaltered.

The mother informed that two months before she took the child to the dentist, who encountered difficulties in performing oral rehabilitation. The patient, during the course of treatment swallowed two crowns, out of which only one could be later recovered in an evacuation.

*Figure 1* shows thorax X-rays. Right hemithorax hyper-reaction could be observed with presence of a foreign body in the right bronchus with parahiliar infiltrate predominantly in the right side. No consolidation data were available. Due to all the aforementioned reasons, a bronchoscopy was programmed.

**Neumology 28 November 2008 18:00**

The patient was diagnosed with foreign body aspiration status at critical stage which was compatible with symptom’s evolution. The patient was at high risk of developing complications due to the fact that there were infectious processes of the lower airways, pulmonary damage as well as tracheal stenosis. All the aforementioned facts warranted performance of a bronchoscopy.

**Surgical procedure 28 November 2008 21:30**

A bronchoscopy was performed through the mouth. Glottal and sub-glottal structures appeared normal. Main bronchial bi-furcation was reached principal, where edema was found with normal characteristics. Advance was undertaken through right pulmonary bronchus until obtaining visualization of metallic foreign body which was impacted upon the right pulmonary intermediate bronchus entrance. Tweezers were introduced in order to extract the foreign body and successfully achieved its dislodgement. A thinner bronchoscope was then introduced so as to advance to the impaction site. Impaction site was edematous and erythematous, with presence of thick whitish mucous. Cleansing of the site was undertaken in order to leave the surgical bed clean.

**EVOLUTION**

Following the successful extraction of the foreign body control measures were preserved, where it was ascertained that pulmonary murmurs as well as rales became normal. The patient was maintained under antibiotic coverage, which consisted of clindamycin with fluticasone nebulations. This treatment was maintained for four days, until the patient returned to the hospital. At this visit, the patient was found to be asymptomatic, with suitable tolerance to oral way functions. The patient was deemed to present a very favorable evolution.

**DISCUSSION**

Behavior handling is determined by a key factor: communication. Communication is defined as the relationship between the child and the stomatologist. Communication is hard to establish when patients are either very young or psychologically immature. This is due to the fact that the cognitive development of the child is not ready to understand, negotiate or follow indications, therefore probability of accidents increases.

A study was conducted in 2006, in the greatest population of the world (China). In it, 1,088 cases of FBA were analyzed. A classification of aspirated objects was made in these patients. Objects ranged from food bolus, to coins, fish-bones, dental prostheses, chicken bones, metal safety pins, lighters, buttons, toothbrushes, needles and spoons. Plastic toys, walnuts, nails, rings watches, glass fragments, etc, were found less frequently. Most common aspirated foreign bodies are coins, fish-bones and dental prostheses.
Foreign bodies can also commonly be found in the ear, nose and throat. Family members often try to extirpate these foreign bodies when they consider they are not too impacted. Nevertheless, the best recommendation is to consult a specialist, since lay family members most frequently are unaware of anatomical structures as well as the suitable indications to properly extract a foreign body.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Dr. Lorenzo Perez Fernandez, a Mexican neumologist of great reputation, clearly describes the following: absence of clinical and radiological signs and symptoms does not rule out the presence of foreign bodies in the digestive or respiratory systems. Due to the aforementioned reasons, use of bronchoscopy or panendoscopy are two methods which allow to entirely discard the presence of a foreign body. Urgent practice is indicated; there are no formal contraindications and iatrogenicity and morbidity are not significant.8

Patients who have aspirated a foreign body must be immediately treated. Nevertheless, some patients can present uncertain situations of foreign body aspiration; in these cases, to achieve timely detection, experience and clinical skill are paramount.

Prevention of accidents is paramount. In many instances, foreign bodies are lodged in the airways due to parent’s or health professional’s neglect. Therefore, all preventive measures are warranted such as specialized behavior management, physical barriers, anxiolytic drugs, etc.

It is paramount for the stomatologic area to be prepared to timely approach these cases. This can be achieved through education in the diagnosis, immediate emergency measures such as the Heimlich maneuver, or cardiopulmonary resuscitation. Above all other considerations, ethical education is basic so as to warn whether there is a suspicion of foreign body aspiration, as well as data that might confirm aspiration in late-diagnosed cases.
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